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Abstract  In the Weyl-Dirac (W-D) framework a spatially closed cosmological model is 
considered. It is assumed that the space-time of the universe has a chaotic Weylian 
microstructure but is described on a large scale by Riemannian geometry. Locally 
fields of the Weyl connection vector act as creators of massive bosons having spin 1. 
It is suggested that these bosons, called weylons, provide most of the dark matter in 
the universe. At the beginning the universe is a spherically symmetric geometric 
entity without matter. Primary matter is created by Dirac's gauge function very close 
to the beginning. In the early epoch, when the temperature of the universe achieves 
its maximum, chaotically oriented Weyl vector fields being localized in micro-cells 
create weylons. In the dust dominated period Dirac's gauge function is giving rise to 
dark energy, the latter causing the cosmic acceleration at present. This oscillatory 
universe has an initial radius identical to the Plank length = 1.616 exp (-33) cm, at 
present the cosmic scale factor is 3.21 exp (28) cm, while its maximum value is 8.54 
exp (28) cm. All forms of matter are created by geometrically based functions of the 
W-D theory.   
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1. Introduction 
 
Cosmology suffers from a number of problems [1] that are in the spotlight of 
discussions and research. Amongst these problems are the following: 
   1. The Big Bang singularity of S. Weinberg's model [2] and connected 
difficulties, such as the flatness problem, the homogeneity and isotropy problem 
and the horizon (causality) problem [3]. To overcome them, complicated and 
theoretically insufficiently based scenarios were introduced, e.g. the inflationary 
scenario [4].  
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   2. The origin of the material content (visible matter and radiation) filling the 
presently observed universe is another unsolved mystery in cosmology [5]. The 
question is: what brought matter into being? 
      3. Dark matter (DM) was postulated by Fritz Zwicky [6] already in 1933 and 
became very popular in the last 25 years. However the nature and origin of DM is 
under discussion still.   
         4. In the end of the XX century a new phenomenon was discovered: the 
present cosmic acceleration [7] of our expanding universe. The factor causing this 
cosmic acceleration, dark energy (DE), is now widely discussed, however its nature 
and origin is unknown still. 
 
    Concerning the Big Bang problems, it would be interesting to remind that 
seventy seven years ago George Lemaître [8] introduced the term Phoenix Universe 
to describe an oscillatory universe (Cf. [8a]). During fifty years some models of an 
oscillatory universe were proposed, however the big bang model remained the 
popular one.  
    Twenty years ago in the framework of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity a 
singularity-free oscillating cosmological model [9] was proposed by Nathan Rosen 
and the present writer. In that model the spatially closed universe began its present 
expansion phase from a cosmic egg filled by prematter, having the huge Planckian 
density, 2651083.3 −×= cmPLρ , and satisfying the prematter equation of state, 
ρ−=P . The universe described in [9] achieves the maximum radius and then 
undergoes a contraction phase going back to the cosmic egg. The period of 
oscillations of that model is yr12102.1~ × . The singularity-free model [9] was 
further developed by F. Cooperstock and collaborators [10]. In these papers the 
prematter was attributed to a scalar field obeying a Klein-Gordon equation.  
    A “big-bounce” model with a non-vanishing cosmological constant was 
considered by Blome and Priester [11] and compared with the model proposed in 
[9]. Later a “soft bang” model of an inflationary universe without the initial 
singularity was proposed by Rebhan [12]. In that interesting paper various non-
singular models were classified, compared and discussed. 
    Let us turn to the problem of matter creation. What brought matter into being? 
There are many works dealing with this problem from various standpoints. There 
are works, where the matter was created by scalar fields [10], by electromagnetic 
geons [13]. Very interesting are the works by Heinz Dehnen [14] and collaborators, 
in which microscopic Yang-Mills and Higgs fields induce matter and the 
gravitational field of Einstein's general theory of relativity. During the last decades 
became popular Wesson's Induced Matter Theory (IMT), known also as the Space 
Time Matter Theory, which is based on the Kaluza-Klein approach. Regarding our 
4-dimensional universe as a hypersurface embedded in a 5-dimensional "bulk", 
Wesson and collaborators [15] have shown that the matter in our universe is 
induced by the geometry of the bulk, the latter being warped, but empty from 
matter.  
    Recently it was shown, that in Wesson's IMT the geometry of the 5-dimensional 
bulk is rather a Weylian one, than a Riemannian. The Weyl-Dirac version of 
Wesson's IMT was presented [16]. In that version classical models of fundamental 
particles induced by the bulk in our 4-dimensional universe were proposed [17]. It 
was also shown that conventional, dark mater and cosmic acceleration [18] may be 
induced in the 4-universe by the Weyl-Dirac 5-bulk.  
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    The standpoint of the present writer is that cosmological problems have to be 
considered and solved in a framework that is as close as possible to Einstein's 
General Theory of Relativity without adding fields, which are not geometrically 
based. The 4-dimensional Weyl-Dirac (W-D) theory is a minimal expansion of 
Einstein's theory satisfying the above requirements.  
    In the present work we consider a classical (non quantum) 4-dimensional 
spatially closed cosmological model from the very beginning of the universe. In this 
model DM and DE are created by geometry.  The work is carried out in the W-D 
formalism [19], [20], [21] slightly modified according to an idea suggested by 
Nathan Rosen [20]. The space-time is characterized by the metric tensor νµµν gg = , 
by the Weyl connection vector νw  and by the Dirac gauge functionβ . These three 
geometric functions create conventional matter as well DM and DE.  
    We adopt the standpoint that the space-time of the universe has a chaotic 
Weylian microstructure (cf. [18, 23]) but is described on a large scale by the 
Friedmann, Lemaître, Robertson, Walker (F-L-R-W) line-element. The local field 
of the Weyl connection vector νw  in micro cells will create massive bosons having 
spin 1. It is suggested that these bosons, called weylons, provide most of the cold 
dark matter (CDM) in the universe.  
 
 
 
2. The Weyl-Dirac theory  
 
    The basic ideas of the Weyl-Dirac theory may be found in works of the founders 
[19]. Discussions and detailed descriptions as well as extensions of the W-D theory 
are presented in Rosen's paper [20], in the monograph by the present writer [21] and 
in an interesting paper by R. Carroll [21a]. Below only a concise description is 
given. 
    Weyl issued from the dominance of light rays for physical measurements. 
Accordingly, he regarded the light cone as the principal phenomenon describing the 
space-time. This idea brought Weyl to regard rather the isotropic interval 02 =ds  
as invariant, than an arbitrary line-element νµµν dydygds =2 between two space-
time events. In the Weyl geometry, the metric interval between two events as well 
the length of a given vector is no more constant, it depends on an arbitrary 
multiplier, the gauge function. In order to describe the geometry based on the 
invariance of light-cones Weyl introduced in addition to the metric tensor 
νµµν gg =  a length connection vector νw . Here, both, the direction and the length of 
a vector change in the process of parallel displacement. If a vector having gauge-
invariant contravariant components µB  is displaced by νdx , it changes by                             
                                  
νµ
σν
σµ dxBdB Γ−=                                                             (1) 
while the length ( )21µννµ gBBB =  is changed by                                                                                                                  
                                      
ν
ν dxwBdB =                                                                  (2) 
with νw  being the Weyl connection vector. In this framework, in addition to the 
usual coordinate transformations appear also Weyl gauge transformations (WGT), 
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e.g. µνλµνµνλµν geggeg 22 ~;~ −→→  with ( )νλ x  being a differentiable function. 
For relation (2) to hold in any gauge, one must have the following WGT for µw : 
                                µµµµ λ,
~ +=→ www                                                            (3)  
(A comma denotes partial differentiation) 
The connection λµνΓ  is expressed by the metric µνg  and the Weyl length connection 
vector νw  as 
                          { } νλµµλνλµνλµνλµν δδ wwwg −−+=Γ                                            (4) 
with  { }λµν  being the conventional Christoffel symbol formed from µνg .  
If a vector µB  is transported by parallel displacement around an infinitesimal 
closed parallelogram one finds for the total change of the component and of the 
length 
               
νµλ
σµν
σλ δ xdxKBB =∆  and  νµµν δ xdxBWB =∆                             (5) 
with λαµασνλανασµλ µσνλ νσµλσµν ΓΓ+ΓΓ−Γ+Γ−= ,,K , being the curvature tensor formed of 
the connection λµνΓ  and with the Weyl length curvature tensor given by       
                                                  µννµµν ,, wwW −=                                              (6) 
EQ. (3) and (6) led Weyl [19] to identify µw  with the potential vector, and µνW  
with the strength tensor of the electromagnetic field. In order to get a geometrically 
based description of gravitation and electromagnetism, Weyl derived his field 
equations from a variational principle 0=Iδ  with the action ( )∫ −= xdgLI 42
1
. 
The Lagrangian density L was built of the curvature tensors λσµνK , and µνW . Weyl 
had to take an action, which was invariant under both coordinate transformations 
and WGT. For this he was forced to take an expression, which involved the square 
of Riemann's curvature scalar. This led to unsatisfactory equations for the 
gravitational field. 
     Dirac [19] presented a revised version of Weyl’s theory. He introduced a scalar 
field   ( )νβ x , which under WGT changes as  
                                     βββ λ−=→ e
~
                                                             (7) 
As the scalar β defines uniquely the gauge, it is called the Dirac gauge function. 
With the help of β , and making use of λσµνK  and µνW , Dirac wrote the action 
integral as 
( )[
] xdgL
gwwwRWWI
4
matter
4
22
2
,,6,2
−+Λ+
+++++−= ∫
β
ββσβσβσββ λρλρλ
λ
λ
λ
λρ
λρ
       (8) 
In (8) σ  is the Dirac parameter, Λ  is the cosmological constant and matterL  is the 
Lagrangian density of matter (introduced by Rosen [20]). Varying in (8) µνg , νw , 
β  and choosing 0=σ , Dirac obtained a geometrically based theory of gravitation 
and electromagnetism that in the Einstein gauge, 1=β , results in Einstein’s 
general relativity theory and Maxwell’s electrodynamics. 
    Nathan Rosen [20], analyzing the W-D theory, showed that if one instead 0=σ  
takes 0<σ  one gets a Proca [22] vector field, which from the quantum mechanical 
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point of view may be treated as an ensemble of massive particles having spin 1. In 
the following we will make use of the W-D theory enriched by Rosen's approach. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. The field equations 
 
    Let as turn to the action integral (8). Conventional matter is presented by the 
Lagrangian matterL  that generally may depend on all three variables, βνµν ;; wg , so 
that  
   ( ) δβδπδπδ λλµνµν gwgJggTgL −Ψ+−+−=− 168matter .         (9)    
Here µνT  is the momentum-energy tensor of conventional matter, λJ is the current 
of the Weyl field, λw  and finally, Ψ  stands for the charge of the Dirac gauge scalar 
field, β . 
     Varying in the action the metric tensor, µνg  we obtain the a' la Einstein equation 
  
                                                                                                                                 
(10) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In (10) the expression 


 −= νλµλλρ
λρµνµνπ WWWWgM
4
14  stands for the 
momentum-energy tensor of the field−νw , while ν
µνµ
ννν ββ
β
ββ g
x
≡
∂
∂
≡≡ ;
,
.  
Taking in (10) 1;0 == βλw  one gets the EFE of G.R. 
     Varying in (8) the Weyl length connection vector, µw  yields  
                                     
( )µµµµνν ββσβπ wJW ++= 2164 ;                                (11) 
We assume that conventional matter has no Weylian charge  
                                                    0=µJ                                                            (11a) 
so that EQ. (11) may be written as 
                                      ( )µµµνν ββσβ wW += 2
1
;                                                (11b) 
This leads to  
                                          ( ) 0;2 =+ µµµ βββ w                                                  (11c)        
Finally varying in (8a) the gauge function β , one is led to the EQ. 
                                    ( ) ( )
β
β
β
β
σσ
λ
λλ
λλ
λ
2
46 2;;
Ψ
+Λ++−−= wwwR            (12)  
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
Λ−





−+
+−++





−+
+−+−++−=
2
2
;;22
2
2
2418
βσ
βββ
β
σ
ββββ
β
σ
ββ
β
ββββ
ββ
π
µν
λ
λ
µν
νµ
λ
λ
µνµννµ
λ
λ
µν
νµ
λµν
λ
λ
λ
µν
λ
λµννµµνµνµν
gwwgww
wgwwg
gggMTG
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With (11a) the contraction of EQ. (10) is identical with (12), so that Dirac's gauge 
function β may be chosen arbitrarily.  
    According to our standpoint, the space-time of the universe has a chaotic 
Weylian microstructure but is on a large scale homogeneous and isotropic. In order 
to describe both, the microstructure and the global cosmic features, we will regard 
the Weyl vector as composed of two parts,
locglob
ννν www += , with 
glob
νw  being a global 
gradient vector, so that globally there are no vector fields. The vector 
loc.
νw  represents 
the locally restricted chaotically oriented vector fields existing in micro-cells.2 
    Let us consider the global Weyl field. For the global Weyl field one has from 
(11b)  
                                           



 +=
globglob
; 2
1 µµµν
ν ββσβ wW                                (11d) 
with 
glob
,
glob
,
glob
µννµµν wwW −≡  In order to get 0
glob
; =
µν
νW in the homogenous and isotropic 
universe, we take  
                                    
β
β
ββ λλλλ −=⇒=+
globglob
;0 ww                          (13)     
(The condition 0
glob
=νw  would entail either 0=β  or 0=σ ; both are unsuitable.) 
By condition (13), EQ. (11d) is satisfied identically, while EQ. (10) takes the form 
 
( ) ( ) Λ−−+−+−= 2;;2matter2
2418 βββ
β
ββββ
ββ
π µνλµν
λ
λ
λ
µν
λ
λµννµµνµν ggggTG   (14) 
In the global equation (14), 
matter
µνT represents the ordinary matter as well the dark 
matter – weylons created in the micro cells.  
 
 
 
 
4. Local fields, a weylon gas    
    
    Following previous work [23a, b] by Rosen and the present writer we consider 
the local Weyl fields. Let us turn to the field inside a microscopic cell. Due to the 
smallness of such a cell, the Dirac gauge function is actually constant, 
0=
∂
∂
≡ νν
β
β
x
, so that the Einstein gauge, 1=β , may be taken. Moreover it will be 
assumed that no ordinary matter is in the cell, so that from (10) we get 
                                         Λ−−= µνµνµν π gSG 8                                          (15)                    
              





−−





−=
loc.loc.loc.loc.loc.loc.loc.loc. 24
128 λ
λ
µν
νµνλµ
λλρ
λρµνµν σπ ww
g
wwWWWWgS  (15a) 
                                                
 
2
 These chaotically oriented µ
loc
w -fields create massive bosons having spin 1.  
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Actually, µνS  is the energy-momentum tensor of the Weyl field inside the cell.  
Making use of (11a) and of the condition 1=β , we rewrite EQ. (11) in the cell as 
                                                
loc.
.loc
; 2
1 µµν
ν σ wW =                                                  (16)  
Introducing a new constant κ  given by 22κσ −= , we can rewrite with 0<σ   
EQ. (16)  as  
                                           0
loc.
2
loc.
; =+
µµν
ν κ wW                                                   (16a) 
This is the covariant form of the Proca EQ. for a vector boson field.  
From (16) follow immediately the condition  
                                                    0
;loc.
=µ
µ
w                                                        (16b), 
which may be interpreted as a conservation law for the Proca current, 
loc.
2 µκ w . Inside 
the cell no conventional matter is present and the curvature is negligible, so that 
making use of 
loc.
;
loc.
;
loc.
µννµµν wwW −≡  one obtains from (16a) 
                                          0
loc.
2
loc.
;; =+ µννµ κ ww                                                      (17) 
EQ. (17) describes a vector field, that from the quantum mechanical point of view is 
represented by bosons of spin 1 and mass m, the latter in conventional units being  
                                                 
c
m
hκ
=                                                               (18) 
It must be emphasized that the local Weyl fields existing in the cells are chaotically 
oriented, so that the vector sum of the spins vanishes, and only the mass effect is 
observed. Following [23] we assume that these bosons, named weylons, can make 
up a considerable part of cold dark matter. These weylons are analogous to photons 
and gravitons but differ in that they are massive. The above derived EQ-s (15), 
(15a), (17) and (18) are exactly the same as appear in previous works of Nathan 
Rosen and the present writer [23a, b]. It was shown that weylons interacting with 
conventionaly (luminous) matter only through gravitation may be regarded as a gas 
of particles in thermal equilibrium and for plausible values of mass m they obey 
Boltzmann statistics. It was also shown that weylons having mass MeV10>m  
constitute a cold dark matter form that may be fitted into cosmological models. 
Supposedly these bosons were created in the very early universe, when prematter 
was transforming into radiation and ordinary ultrarelativistic particles.  In the early 
universe at the time the dark matter was created, it had a density that was negligibly 
small compared to that of ordinary matter. The fractional abundance of weylon dark 
matter became important at the time when galaxies were formed, and it may be that 
weylon dark matter, through its gravitational interaction with the ordinary matter 
played an important, stimulating role in this process.  
    We will discuss the emergence and behavior of weylon DM considering the 
radiation and dust dominated periods of the global field (SEC-s. 5e, 7)  
  
 
5. The global field  
      
    As mentioned above for cosmological considerations in the homogeneous, 
isotropic universe we take condition (13), so that EQ. (11d) is satisfied identically, 
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and we are left with the gravitational EQ. (14). We recall that 
matter
µνT represents 
conventional matter as well dark matter – weylons created in the micro cells.  
    Let us consider a closed homogeneous and isotropic universe described by the  
F-L-R-W line element  
                             ( ) 





++
−
−= 222222
2
222 sin
1
ϕϑϑ drdr
r
dr
tadtds             (19)  
with ( )ta  being the cosmic scale parameter. By the assumed symmetry of the 
universe, Dirac's gauge function depends only on the cosmic time t .    
Taking into account (19) and inserting into (14) ( )tβ  we obtain the EFE explicitly      
                           
( )
Λ−++−=−= 22
2
matter
2
glob
0
0 63
88 β
β
β
β
β
ρ
β
π
ρπ
&&&
a
aG                (20a)                        
 
                         
( )
Λ−++−== 22
2
matter2glob
1
1 42
88 β
β
β
β
β
β
β
β
π
π
&&&&&
a
aPPG              (20b) 
Here a dot denotes partial derivative with respect to t  and
matter
ρ and 
matter
P stand for the 
density and pressure of both, conventional matter and weylon DM. From (20a, b) 
we obtain  
               
( )
2
2
2
2
matter
22
2 1
3
12
3
8
aa
a
a
a
−Λ+−−= β
β
β
β
β
ρ
β
π &&&&
                  (21a)                     
( )
Λ+−−+




 +−= 22
2
mattermatter
2 3
1
3
14
β
β
β
β
β
β
β
ρ
β
π &&&&&&&
a
aP
a
a
                   (21b) 
 
    From the Bianchi identity one has 
                                               





+−=
globglobglob
3 P
a
a
ρρ
&
&
                                       (22)  
 Making use of (20a, b) one obtains the energy relation    
 
( ) ( )
Λ−








++−++




 +−= ββ
β
β
β
β
β
β
β
ββ
ρπ
β
β
ρ
β
π
ρ
β
π &
&&&&&&&&&&&
& 2682838 2
2
3
3
2
matter
3mattermatter
2
matter
2 a
a
a
aP
a
a
 
                                                                                                                              (23) 
                                      
In equations (20-21) Dirac's gauge function ( )tβ  is involved. This can be chosen 
nearly arbitrarily in the W-D framework; the only restriction is ( ) 0>tβ .  
  
 
5-a. Choosing a certain gauge function 
   
    It is convenient to introduce the Dirac gauge function totalβ  as formed of two 
parts, 
                                          late2create1total βββ UU +=                                         (24) 
 where 1U  and 2U  are step functions given by: 
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( )
( ) Atafor
Aafor
Ataafor
U
>
=
<<
=
0
,2
1
,1 0
1    and  
( )
( ) Atafor
Aafor
Atafor
U
>
=
<
=
,1
,2
1
,0
2                 (24a) 
Making use of present cosmological observations we can fix cm10544.1 3−×=A  
(Cf. below Sec.5d, 6, 7). In EQ. (24a), ( )ta  is the cosmic scale parameter and 0a  is 
that of the universe at the very beginning. Further, createβ  is the gauge function in 
the very early universe, while lateβ stands for that function at ( ) A>ta . 
    Let us choose ( )tcreateβ  according to the following scenario. We suppose that the 
universe began its present expansion phase from a sphere having radius 0a  identical 
with the Planckian length, i.e. cm10616.1 330 −×=≡ Pla ; this initial state was 
stationary and at the very beginning no matter (ordinary or weylon DM) was 
present. There was only the Dirac gauge function ( )tcreateβ . We assume that ( )tcreateβ  
had a huge maximum at the beginning ( 0=t ), that it is an even function of time 
and that it is rapidly decreasing. In the very early universe, createβ  is a matter 
creating function. There are of course many functions satisfying the above 
requirements. We will adopt the following:  
                                         
( )tn γ
β
coshcreate
Β
=                                                     (25) 
In (25), Β (Capital Beta) and γ are positive constants and n  is a positive integer. 
These constants will be fixed below.  
In the Appendix are given the derivatives of createβ (Cf. (A-1) – (A-3)). 
     
    The function lateβ  acts from the moment, when the radius of the universe   
( ) Ata > . Its influence is almost negligible up to the dust dominated period, where it 
creates dark energy, the latter being responsible for the acceleration of our universe 
at present.             
    Let us take the gauge function lateβ  as (Cf. [26])  
                  ( ) ( )[ ]1tanh]1tanh[1 22211late −+−+= XCXC δδβ                            (26) 
Here ( ) ( )
Na
ta
tX = , and Na stands for the present value of the cosmic scale 
parameter. 
     In Appendix are given the derivatives of lateβ (Cf. (B-1), (B-2)). The parameters 
2121 ;;; δδCC  will be fixed below in accordance with cosmological observations.           
 
 
5-b. The beginning  
     
    Let us consider the situation at the very beginning, 0=t , when 0;0
mattermatter
== Pρ , 
(no matter present) . Making use of (25) and of (A-1) – (A-4) we rewrite (21a) as 
                                                  2
0
2
2
2 1
3
1
aa
a
−ΛΒ=




 &
                                     (27) 
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Supposing that at 0=t  there was a stationary state, 0
0/
=





=ta
a&
, we obtain 
                                                        2
0
2 1
3
1
a
=ΛΒ                                              (27a) 
Here cm10616.1 33P0 −×=≈ la  and according to [25] 258cm10074.2 −−×≈Λ . so that  
                     
( ) 62create1242 10744.00;10554.0 ×≈=≡Β×≈Β tβ                        (28) 
Going back to EQ. (21a) we see that close to the beginning it may be written as  
1
3
1 222 −ΛΒ= aa& , which is satisfied by 
                                                    ( ) 





=
0
0 cosh
a
t
ata                                          (29)  
    Let us turn to EQ. (21b). For the very early universe it takes the form  
                                                         Λ+−= 2
3
1
β
β
β&&&&
a
a
                                   (30) 
Making use of (A-1) – (A-4) we are led by (27a) and (30) to the condition  
                             
265
2
0
22
0
1083.31
3
1 −×==ΛΒ<<=





− cm
a
nγ
β
β
&
&&
                 (30a) 
At the very beginning in the universe acts a huge acceleration 
                                             
265
2
0
2 1083.31
3
1 −×==ΛΒ≈ cm
aa
a&&
                   (30b) 
This acceleration will cause a high speed expansion. 
 
 
5-c. Creation of matter, the prematter period    
 
    It can be shown that very close to the beginning the Dirac gauge function createβ  
will create matter. Indeed, taking into account 0;0
mattermatter
== Pρ  one has from (23)  
 
                     
( ) ( )
Λ−








++−= ββ
β
β
β
β
β
β
β
ββ
ρ
β
π &
&&&&&&&&&
& 268 2
2
3
3
2
matter
2 a
a
a
a
                         (31a)  
Expanding ( )
a
a
a
a
t
&&&
;;createβ   in time, one obtains from (31a) for 1<<tγ  the 
following matter creation relation  
                                                ;
4
3 422
matter
tn γ
π
ρ Β=&                                           (32) 
Thus, matter created during a very small time, t , after the beginning has the density  
                                          ( ) 2422
matter 8
3
tnt γ
π
ρ Β=                                              (32a) 
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We adopt the idea that there exists a limit value for
matter
ρ , the Planck density3 
265
Pl cm1083.3 −×=ρ (that is equal to ΛΒ23
1 ), so that, after achieving  this limit 
density, the growing of matter density will be stopped:
matter
ρ has a saturation point. 
The moment, when that saturation takes place is unknown. Let as assume that it 
occurs very close to the beginning, at cm1008.85 330Pl −×== at , when according to 
(29) the radius is cm102.1 31Pl −×=a . Actually, Pl  Pl  and at   describe the beginning of 
the matter universe with Plρ . With Plt  and Plρ  one obtains from (32a) 
232 cm1098.2 −×≈γn  a value that satisfies condition (30a). The value of the power 
n  is arbitrary. It turns out that 1000=n  is a good choice, so that 1cm726.1 −=γ . 
The underlined here quantities will be hereafter adopted.  
   After Plt , when the sphere is filled with matter, EQ. (31a) is no more holding. 
With nonzero 
mattermatter
; ρP  one obtains from (23) and (21a,b) the following energy 
relation 
                     
mattermattermattermatter
43 ρ
β
β
ρ
β
β
ρ
&&&
& +




 +





+−= P
a
a
                                    (31b) 
    As we know nothing about the relation between pressure and density we turn to 
EQ-s (21a,b). Making use of (29) as well (A-1) – (A-3) we obtain in the very early 
universe the following equation of state (EoS)  
                                          
mattermatter
ρ−=P                                                              (33) 
But this is exactly the EoS for prematter, a substance introduced in [9]. We assume 
that the prematter period lasts up to cm1005.165 3101 −×== at .  
    By (33) we have from (31b)   
                                      
mattermatter
4 ρ
β
β
ρ
create
create
&
& =                                                         (34) 
Making use of (A-3) we obtain tnPl
matter
e
24 γρρ −⋅= , from which it follows that during 
the whole prematter period, 01prematter0 655 attatPl =≤≤= , the matter density 
remains equal to Plρ . One can prove that EQ. (29) is holding during the whole 
prematter period, so that at its end, when cmt 311 1005.1 −×= , one has 
( ) cmtaa 511 1037.1 −×== . 
 
 
5-d. The transition period 
    
    The prematter period is followed by a period, during which the prematter turns 
gradually into radiation. This transition period lasts from cmt 311 1005.1 −×= ; 
                                                
3
 We take 265Pl cm1083.3
−×=ρ  in geometric quantities. In conventional quantities one has 
3
93
Pl
cm
g1016.5 ×=ρ  
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cma 51 1037.1
−×= , with Β=createβ  and Pl
matter
ρρ = , up to cm100Rad =a , when the 
universe is filled by radiation and ultrarelativistic particles. Hereafter we will drop 
the subscript matter that appeared in
mattermatter
 and Pρ .  
    During the transition period, ( )tcreateβ  and ρ  are decreasing gradually; 
accordingly the EoS is changing from the prematter one ρ−=P  to the 
radiation ρ31=P . Let us write for the transition period the following EoS (Cf. [9]) 
                                                  





−=
Pl
41
3
1
ρ
ρ
ρP                                               (35) 
so that if ρ is close to Plρ , EQ. (35) turns into (33), while for Plρρ <<  it gives the 
radiation EoS 
                                                              ρ
3
1
=P                                                     (36) 
Let as go to the energy relation (31b). Making use of (35) and taking into account 
that during the whole transition period one has
a
a&&
<<
β
β
, we can rewrite (31b) as  
                                                0
a
a4
2
=





−+
Plρ
ρ
ρρ
&
&
                                          (31c)  
Integrating one obtains for the matter density                                        
                                                       44
4
aA
A Pl
+
=
ρ
ρ                                                   (37) 
 Further, making use of (35) one has for the pressure 
                                              
( )244
444
3
1
aA
AaA
P
Pl
+





 −⋅
=
ρ
                                       (37a) 
In (37, 37a) the constant of integration A will be chosen as the radius of the universe 
at a moment inside the transition period, so that for Aa <<  equation (33) is valid, 
while for Aa >>  (36) holds. The value of A  may be linked to present 
cosmological observations. It is believed (Cf. [27]) that the present overall,   
258
tot cm103488.7 −−×=ρ , consists of )DE( 72%  CDM; 23%ordinary; 5% Λ+β  
matter. From this one can estimate cm10544.1 3−×=A . Making use of (29) one has 
for the according moment cm10127.17.69 310 −×≈= atA . At this state there is 
still Plρρ = . 
   In order to find ( )ta  at any t , one can go back to EQ. (21a). Inserting (37) one 
obtains 
                              2
2
44
Pl
4
2
1
3
1
A3
8
aa
A
a
a
−Λ+
+
⋅=+ β
ρ
β
π
β
β&&
                                (38)  
  In the transition period
a
a&&
<<
β
β
, so that 2
2
44
Pl
4
2
1
3
1
A3
8
aa
A
a
a
−Λ+
+
⋅= β
ρ
β
π&
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Considering the times, when Β≈β ,  one has   22
0
11
aaa
a
−=
&
, so that  
                                       ( ) 





+= Const
a
t
ata
0
0 cosh .                                       (38a) 
The Const in (38a) may be used to sew the early transition period, when Β≈β , 
with the later one, when 10<β   
For cm10544.1 3−×=> Aa  when 1;0 latecreate ≈= ββ (Cf. Appendix) one can 
rewrite (38) as 
                                      ( ) 244
4
2 1
aAa
A
a
a
−
+
= κ
&
                                              (38b)   
with 2662 cm102.3
3
8 −×== Plρ
π
κ . This may be rewritten as 
2
4
4
2
1 a
A
a
a
a
a






+
≈ κ
&
 
                                                                                           
Introducing 
A
a
x ≡ , one obtains the following relation for ( )tx  
                           ( )A
A
a
tt
x
x
x −=
++
−+ κ
1
2
4
4 11ln
2
11
2
1
                               (39)                               
With cm10544.1 3−×=A and cm10127.1 31−×=At one can obtain ( )ta . So one has 
Aa 2=  at cm1044.11038.1 3133 −− ×≈×+= Att . An interesting state is at
44 3Aa = , 
where according to (37a) 0=P : here the pressure is passing from negative values 
(rather tension, than pressure) to positive ones. At cm1005.3 30−×≈t  and 
cm10544.1100 1−×== Aa  one has already the radiation EoS (Cf. (37) and (37a)). The 
end of the transition, beginning of the radiation dominated period we take when   
cm100Rad =a ; and according to (39) the time is cm10172.1 24Rad −×=t . 
 
 
5-e. Temperature in the early universe. Emergence of weylon DM  
 
    The state RadRad ; at   with the EoS ρ3
1=P , will be taken as the beginning of 
the radiation dominated period, which will last up to a state Dusta with most of the 
matter already being in the state of dust. Below (Sec. 6.) it will be shown that the 
present value of the cosmic scale parameter cm10208.3 28×=Na . It seems that as a 
plausible value for the beginning of the dust dominated era may be taken 
cm10208.310 262Dust ×≈= − Naa ; this will be adopted hereafter.  
    Let us consider the dependence of temperature T on the scale parameter a  in the 
early universe. Following [1] and [9] we regard density and pressure as functions of 
temperature, i. e. ( )Tρρ = , ( )TPP =  and write for the entropy 
                                    ( ) ( )( )dVPVd
T
TVdS += ρ1,                                    (40) 
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with 322 aV π=  being the volume of our closed universe. From EQ. (40) follows  
                               ( )P
TV
S
+=
∂
∂
ρ
1
 and  
TT
V
T
S
∂
∂
=
∂
∂ ρ
                               (41)   
with the integrability condition  
                                       ( )P
TdT
dP
+= ρ
1
                                                      (42)  
Inserting the EoS (35) into (42) and integrating we obtain  
                                     
4
7
Pl
1 Tσ
ρ
ρ
ρ =





−                                                      (43)                                                                                         
where the constant of integration is taken equal to the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 
( ) 4264 Kcm1024.6 −−−×=σ . Making use of the expression (37) for ρ  we obtain  
                                              
                                               
( )244
74
1
Pl
aA
aAT
+





=
σ
ρ
                                   (44) 
With K10574.1 32
4
.1
Pl ×=





σ
ρ
 and cm10544.1 3−×=A , one can account the 
temperature in the early universe at various values of the cosmic scale parameter. 
    At the beginning of the matter universe ( cm102.1 31Pl −×=a ) the universe was 
extremely cold K1070.2 165Pl −×=T , at the end of the prematter period 
( cm1037.1 51 −×=a ) one had K1024.5 171 ×=T .  The temperature continues to 
increase in the transition period and when 44 7Aa =  we get K1041.7 31max ×=T . 
From this point on T decreased. At the beginning of the radiation period 
( cm100Rad =a ) there was K1043.2 27Rad ×=T .  
    Let us go back to Sec. 4 and consider the emergence and development of weylon 
DM. Following [23a], [23b] we assume that weylons were created in the Weylian 
micro-cells while prematter was transforming into radiation and ordinary 
ultrarelativistic particles, and the temperature was close to its maximum 
value K104.7 31max ×=T . It is plausible to assume that the creation process ended 
at K1043.2 27Rad ×=T , when prematter was completely transformed into radiation. 
At this moment both, the weylons and conventionally matter had the same 
temperature, RadT . Thereafter, the weylons did not interact with conventionally 
(luminous) matter, they developed in time independently of the latter and their total 
number in the universe remained constant, i. e. constw.total
3 == Nanw .  During the 
radiation period, the temperature of conventionally matter, 1conv.
−∝ aT , and at the 
beginning of the dust period cm10208.3 26Dust ×≈a  the  temperature was 
KT 2conv. Dust. 10575.7 ×= . On the other hand the weylons constitute a gas of heavy 
particles, MeV10105 ≥≥ mGeV  (Cf. [23]) and their temperature WT  decreases 
rapidly. At present the conventionally matter is at ( )KT convN 1.37.2.. −≈ , whereas 
the temperature of the weylon gas, that depends on the weylon mass, is in the 
interval ( ) KTK NW
1017 1010 −− ≤≤  . We will adopt the results of [23], where it was 
shown that weylons constitute a cold dark matter form that may be fitted into 
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cosmological models. In the early universe, at the time the weylon DM was created, 
it had a density that was negligibly small compared to that of ordinary matter. The 
fractional abundance of weylon dark matter became important at the time when 
galaxies were formed; at present 61.4
..
≈
mconvent
DMweylon
ρ
ρ
. 
 
 
 
6. The present state. Specifying the Dirac gauge function lateβ                 
 
    In EQ. (26) we have introduced the Dirac gauge function lateβ  that acts from  
( ) cm10544.1 3−×=> Ata  up to maxa . In the dust dominated period this function 
will create DE, the latter causing the present cosmic acceleration. It is important to 
note that in the early universe up to the beginning of the dust dominated era 
1late ≈β , while its derivatives take insignificant values (Cf. (B-10), (B-11)). The 
function  lateβ   depends on four parameters 2121 ;;; δδCC , as well on the present  
value of the scale parameter Na . Below these parameters will be fixed by present 
cosmological observations as well by the requirement that in the early universe 
( ) 11late ≈<<Xβ , the latter leading to the condition  
                        0]tanh[]tanh[ 2211 =+ δδ CC                                         (45)             
    From (26) one has at present 1)1(late ==Xβ . Let us go back to EQ-s (21a, b). 
(Hereafter in the present section we discard the subscript "late"). It is convenient to 
consider the gauge function as depending on the scale parameter ( ))(taβ . Denote 
β
β ′≡
da
d
, a&& ββ ′= ; ( ) aa &&&&& βββ ′+′′= 2 , βln≡b , ( )2; bbb ′−′′=′′′=′
β
β
β
β
.    (46) 
Then in the dust dominated period ( mP ρ<< ) EQ.-s (21a, b) take the form  
( )[ ]baba
a
a
aa
a
m
′+′




−−Λ+= 21
3
1
3
8 22
2
2
2
22
2
&&
βρ
β
π
                   (47a)  
 
          [ ] ( )ba
a
ababa
a
a
a
a
m
′−′+′′




−Λ+−=
&&&&& 2
2
2
2 3
1
3
4
βρ
β
π
                (47b) 
In (47 a, b), mρ stands for the matter density of luminous and Cold DM (weylons).  
From (47a, b) one has the following expressions for the density and pressure of DE. 
( )[ ]baba
a
a
ed ′+′




−= 2
3
8 22
2
..
&
ρ
π
 ;     [ ] ( )ba
a
ababa
a
aP ed ′+′+′′




=
&&& 2
2
.
4π      (48)   
     
    Consider the present state with ( ) 1=≡ NN aββ . It is convenient to introduce the 
critic density 2
8
3 Hc π
ρ ≡  (H stands for the present value of the Hubble constant) 
as well the following density parameters:
( )
23
8
H
Nm
Nc
m
m
ρπ
ρ
ρ
=





=Ω ;  23H
Λ
=ΩΛ ; 
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( )2
1
HaN
k −=Ω  and 
( )
2
....
.. 3
8
H
Ned
Nc
ed
ed
ρπ
ρ
ρ
=





=Ω  . One can also consider the 
pressure parameter of DE, 
Nc
ed
ed
P






=Π
ρ
..
.
. As Na  is not measurable, we introduce 
a flatness parameter, HaN=η . Large values of η  describe an almost flat universe, 
whereas small values – a well closed universe. We can rewrite (47a) at present as 
 
               2..total
11
η
+=Ω+Ω+Ω≡Ω Λ edm ;                                                       (49)     
From (48) one gets 
                    ( )








′+′




−=Ω≡Ω NNed bH
b
H
ηη
β 2
2
2
..
                                          (50) 
 
One can make use of popular now data [27]: 128 cm1072.0 −−×=H ;  
258cm10074.2 −−×≈Λ ; and the present overall  258tot cm103488.7
−−×=ρ . Then 
1876.1
c
tot ==Ω
ρ
ρ
tot . Inserting this into (49) we obtain 1876.0
1
2 =η
, i.e. 31.2≈η . 
Thus, the present value of the cosmic scale parameter cm10208.3 28×==
H
aN
η
.   
 It is believed that )DE( 72%  CDM; 23%matter;ordinary  5%:containstot Λ+βρ . 
As 22 10334.13
−
Λ ×=
Λ
≡Ω
H
, we have ( ) 8417.0=Ω−Ω=Ω ΛΛ+ββ DE . Then, from 
(50) we obtain two values, ( ) ( ) 398.11;6021.01 21
N
N
N
N
a
b
a
b −=′−=′ . Making use of 
EQ.(B-3) from the Appendix we have either 6021.02 2211 −=+ CC δδ , or 
398.12 2211 −=+ CC δδ .  
    Let us turn to (47b). At present this may be written as  
                    
             ( ) [ ]NNNNmNN
N
bababa
Ha
a
′+′′−Ω+Ω−=′+





Λ
2
2 2
111&&                      (51) 
Introducing the present acceleration parameter 2
1
Ha
aQ
N
N 




≡
&&
, we can rewrite (51)  
                       ( ) NNNNNmN babaQQ ′′−′+−Ω+Ω−= Λ 212
1
;         (51a)      
As shown in the Appendix (Further to (B-3)), fixing in (51a) a fore-given NQ  and 
combining the results with those obtained from (50) one can obtain the values of  
2121 ;;; δδCC  (Cf. Appendix  (B-6, 7, 8)) 
So, choosing (arbitrary) 05=NQ , one has the set  
cm10208.3:5.0 28×== NN aQ ; 
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1 101.3;10;1022.1;10 ×==×=−= −− δδ CC                              (52)   
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This suitable set (52) will be adopted in the following discussion.  
With the set (52) we have up to the dust period (for Naa 201 −< ) 1late =&β . Also in 
the early and late dust period 1late ≈β . It slightly differs from 1 only in the interval 
1.195.0 ≤≤ X   (Cf. (B-9), however ( ) 11 ==Xlateβ .  
 
  
7.  The dynamics in the dust dominated universe  
 
    The dust dominated period lasts from Na01.0  up to the maximum radius of the 
universe, maxa . To understand the behavior of physical quantities during this period, 
one can go back to (47a, b) and (48). One can make use also of the energy relation 
(31b), that in the dust dominated period gives ( ) ( )3
.
a
aConst
a
β
ρ = . At present 
( ) 1=Naβ , so that 
3
. NN aConst ρ= , and ( ) ( )
3





=
a
a
aa NNβρρ . 
Taking into account that during the whole dust period 1late ≈β , we rewrite (47a) as 
                             ( )
3
2
2
2
3
81
3
1 




+−
Λ
=′+





a
a
a
ba
a
a N
Nρ
π&
                          (53)                             
From (53) one can obtain the maximum value of the scale parameter maxa . Indeed, 
rewriting (53) ( ) ( ) 322
2
2 1
3
81
3
1
XXa
ba
a
a
Nm
N
ρ
π
+−
Λ
=′+




 &
 one verifies that 
2






a
a& has a minimum at  66.2max ≈X  ; so that Naa 66.2max = . 
Let us introduce the current expansion parameter 
a
ah &≡  as well the current density 
parameters: 
323
22 3
8
3
8











Ω=




=≡
a
a
h
H
a
a
hh
N
m
N
N
m
m ρ
ππρ
ω , 
2
23





Ω=
Λ
≡ ΛΛ h
H
h
ω , 
that of the spatially curvature  
22
222
11











−=−≡
a
a
h
H
ah
N
k η
ω and that of DE   
(Cf. (48)) ( )[ ]baba
h
ed
ed ′+′−=≡ 23
8 22
2
..
..
πρ
ω  .Further, introducing the current 
acceleration parameter, 2
1
ha
aQ &&≡  one can rewrite (47a, b) as 
                                 1
.
=+++ Λ edkm ωωωω                                                  (53a) 
and 
                    ( ) [ ]bababaQ m ′+′′−+−=′+ Λ 22
11 ωω                                      (53b) 
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From the definitions one has 3X
mm Ω
Ω
= ΛΛ
ω
ω
, X
mm
k
Ω
= 2
1
ηω
ω
 and 22 X
k
Λ
Λ Ω=η
ω
ω
, 
so that in the late universe, Naa > , the contributions of Λ  and of the spatial 
curvature are dominant, while in the early dust universe that of matter is dominant. 
    From the tables given in the Appendix and the additions after Table II one 
concludes  that ba ′  as well 
..edP both are positive and  very small at  01.0=X , then 
they increase and in the interval 005.1995.0 ≤≤ X  they become negative; further, 
for  66.21.1 ≤≤ X  they take on positive values decreasing to negligible values at 
66.2=X .  
    The density parameter of DE 
..edω as well ..edρ both are negative and insignificant 
for 9.001.0 ≤≤ X . In the interval 005.1995.0 ≤≤ X  they become positive and 
dominant and for 66.21.1 ≤≤ X  they again are negative decreasing to very small 
values.  
    The ratio  
m
ed
ρ
ρ
.
 is growing from 33105 −×  at 01.0=X , up to 2.48 at 1=X  and 
then it decreases to zero at 66.2max =X . 
    Finally, the acceleration parameter 2
1
ha
aQ &&≡  is calculated according to (53b). At 
01.0=X one has 5.0−=Q . Q remains negative up to 9.0≈X  and becomes 
positive in the interval 005.1995.0 ≤≤ X ; at 1=X  there is 5.0=Q . After 1.1=X  
and up to 66.2max =X , Q  is negative achieving 3−=Q   at 66.2max =X .   
     
 
 
8 An overview. Discussion 
 
    The considered model is based on the Weyl-Dirac theory that provides us with 
three geometrically based functions: the symmetric metric tensor µνg , the Weyl 
length connection vector νw , the Dirac gauge function β . Instead of setting in the 
action integral (8) for Dirac's parameter 0=σ  (Cf. Dirac [19]), we make use of 
Rosen's approach [20], 22κσ −= , that enables to get dark matter particles. 
    According to our standpoint, the space-time of the universe has a chaotic 
Weylian microstructure but is on a large scale homogeneous and isotropic. In order 
to describe both, the microstructure and the global cosmic features, the Weyl vector 
was presented as composed of two parts,
locglob
ννν www += , with β
βλ
λ −=
glob
w  being a 
global gradient vector, so that globally there are no vector fields, and with 
loc.
νw  
representing the locally restricted chaotically oriented vector fields existing in 
micro-cells. These local Weyl fields create bosons, named weylons, having mass 
c
m
hκ
=   and spin 1. With MeV10>m  these particles form the cold dark matter 
bulk in the universe.  
    At the beginning there was no matter; the embryo universe was a homogeneous, 
3-dimensional spherically symmetric geometric entity having the 
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radius cm10616.1 330 −×=a and "filled" with Dirac's gauge function createβ . Very 
close to the beginning occurs the process of matter creation by createβ  (Cf. (31a)), 
which continues up to the moment, when the Planck density is achieved. From this 
on and up to cm1005.1 311 −×=t , lasts the prematter period, characterized by the 
equation of state ρ−=P  with Plρρ = . During this period there is an "inflation-
like" growing of the radius, from cm102.1 31Pl −×=a  to cm1037.1 51 −×=a  and a 
growing of the temperature from KTPl 165107.2 −×=  to KT 171 1024.5 ×= .  
    The prematter period is followed by a transition period, during which prematter 
gradually transforms into radiation and ultrarelativistic particles. In the transition 
period the temperature achieves its maximum KT 31max 104.7 ×=  and decreases to    
KT 27Rad 1043.2 ×= . At these huge temperatures micro-cells of inhomogeneity 
appear, in which the local Weyl fields 
loc
νw  create weylons. Following previous 
papers [23a, b] we presume that the ensemble of weylons constitute a cold dark 
matter gas. As conventionally matter (particles and radiation) has no Weylian 
charge it will not interact with the weylon dark matter.  It is worth pointing out that 
after Aa >  and up to Dusta one has 1=&β , whereas terms with baba ′′′
2
 and are 
extremely small  (Cf. (B-10) compared to terms with matter density. Thus instead of 
(47a, b) we can write 22
2 1
3
1
3
8
aa
a
m −Λ+= ρ
π&
 and Λ+




 +−=
3
1
3
14 mmP
a
a
ρπ
&&
as in 
Einstein's GRT. This is an additional reason for setting  1=β  inside the Weyl 
micro-cells.                                       
    The radiation period lasts from cm100Rad =a  to cm10208.3 26Dust ×≈a , during it 
the temperature of conventionally matter decreases from K1043.2 27Rad ×=T  to 
K10575.7 2conv. Dust. ×=T , the weylons temperature is significantly lower. 
    It is believed that during the early dust dominated epoch, close to Dusta  and  
conv. Dust.T , the galaxies were formed, so that plausibly the weylon DM, through its 
gravitational interaction with   conventional matter, played an important spurring 
role in the galaxy formatting process.  
    In the dust period, the gauge function creates dark energy, which is characterized 
by an energy density 
..edρ  (Cf. (48)). The latter is insignificant in the early and late 
(beyond the present state) dust period, but become dominant at present 
with 48.2
m.
. =





N
ed
ρ
ρ
, when it is causing cosmic acceleration. 
After the present state the expanding continues up to Naa 66.2max = , where one has  
2592 cm103.2 −−×≈h  and a great deceleration parameter 32 −=≡ ah
aQ && . The latter 
will cause the universe to contract back to the beginning. 
    The model is built up with a certain Dirac gauge function Cf. (24)-(26), the latter 
having parameters linked to cosmological observations. It is of course possible to 
choose other function: so, one could take 
22
create
te γβ −Β= or 
4422
create
tte δγβ −−Β= and 
obtain similar results. The function lateβ (Cf. (26)) is also not a sole choice. In 
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addition one could (Cf. Appendix (B-6), (B-7)) pick up a different set of parameters 
for lateβ . However, the purpose of the present work was to show that on the basis of 
the Weyl-Dirac theory one can build up a model, where conventionally matter, DM 
and DE are created by geometry. This aim is achieved. 
  From the first glance it seems strange that an arbitrarily chosen gauge function 
may give rise to measurable physical phenomena. But if one is holding the opinion 
that the universe is a physical (observable and measurable) reality the procedure of 
choosing a gauge looks naturally enough. Let us recall some well-known facts. 
Astronomical observations led us to the cosmological principle and this directed us 
to the F-L-R-W line element in cosmology. Thereby a system of reference was 
fixed. A well known physical quantity, the mass of an insular system, has meaning 
only in asymptotically flat systems of reference.  
    Now, let us accept the existence of dark matter and the accelerated expansion at 
present. In the framework of Einstein’s general theory of relativity there is no 
possibility to describe these two phenomena as stemming from geometry. But we 
can make use of a slightly generalized framework, the Weyl-Dirac geometry. In the 
latter, besides coordinate transformations (enabling the choice of a system of 
reference), Weyl gauge transformations are allowed. So, that we can fix a certain 
gauge function.  In this work we have chosen the gauge on the basis of the present 
amount of dark matter, of the value of the deceleration parameter, and of some 
other plausible characteristics of the models.        
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Appendix 
 
    A. In the early universe, up to cm10127.1 31−×=At ; cm10544.1 3−×=A , the 
gauge function createβ  is given by (25). Hereafter we discard the subscript "create". 
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )t
n
tntn
t
t
n γ
γ
γγ
β
β
γγ
β
β
γ
β 2
2
222
create
cosh
tanh;tanh;
cosh
−=−=
Β
=
&&&
(A-1) 
The constants' values are: 1000=n , 1cm726.1 −=γ , 6210744.0 ×=Β . 
At the very beginning 
                                 
2
00
0 ;0; γβ
β
β
β
β n−=





=





Β=
&&&
                         (A-2) 
The function
createβ  has a maximum at 0=t  and a flex point at ( )
n
t
1
sinh =γ . 
 For small values of tγ  ( 1<<tγ ), one has for createβ and its derivatives 
               Β=&β ;   ( ) 242
3
42 1;
3
tnnn
t
ntn ++−=+−= γγ
β
β
γγ
β
β
&
&&
&
&
                (A-3)  
   
    B.  Let us turn to, lateβ that acts at cm10127.1
31−×=> Att ; and 
cm10544.1 3−×=> Aa . 
This function is given by ( ) ( )[ ]1tanh]1tanh[1 22211late −+−+= XCXC δδβ ,   with 
( ) ( )
Na
ta
tX =  (Cf. EQ. (26)). Hereafter we will discard the subscript "late"                       
The derivatives are 
( )[ ] ( )[ ]1cosh
2
1cosh 22
22
22
1
2
11
−
+
−
=≡′
Xa
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Xa
C
da
d
NN δ
δ
δ
δβ
β                               (B-1) 
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−
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NN
δ
δδ
δ
δ
δ
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β
                              (B-2) 
  At present we have 1late =β  and 
                 ( )2211 2
1
δδ
β
β CC
a
b
NN
N +=




 ′
=′                                                  (B-3)     
( ) ( )2221122 22
2 212 δδδ
β
β CC
aa
Cbb
NN
N
N
N
N +−=′−
′′
=′′                                          (B-4)        
In order to account the parameters of lateβ   we consider EQ. (50). Inserting on the 
left hand side the value 8417.0=Ωβ  we get either 6021.0−=′NNba , or  
398.1−=′NNba . These data have to be combined with EQ (51a). Substituting in 
(51a) 3325.028.0 =Ω=Ω totm , 210334.1 −Λ ×=Ω  (Cf. the data given after EQ. 
(50)) and taking into account (B-3, B- 4) one obtains additional conditions on the 
constants 
                 
( ) ( )2122 110529.12 NNNNNN babaQQC ′+′+−−×−= −δ                (B-5)  
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In addition, there is the condition 0tanhtanh 2211 =+ δδ CC   (Cf. EQ (45)). 
Considering possible (arbitrary) values of the present cosmic acceleration NQ  we 
can write down two sets 
 
Set I. 6021.02 2211 −=+ CC δδ   with:  
31.0222.15.0
36.0322.125.0
39.0382.11.0
2211
−
−
−
δδ CCQN
                   (B-6) 
 
Set II. 398.12 2211 −=+ CC δδ  with:   
70.1798.45.0
65.1698.425.0
58.1558.41.0
2211
−
−
−
δδ CCQN
                  (B-7) 
 
It turns out that an appropriate choice is the third row of set I, with 05=NQ .  
Further, EQ. (45) is satisfied by 
        
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1 101.3;10;1022.1:10 ×==×=−=
−− δδ CC .                        (B-8) 
This set of constants (B-8) is adopted.  With (B-8) one accounts:                                                                                        
( ) 110 2late =< −Xβ ; ( ) 19.010 2late =≤≤− Xβ ; ( ) 003.199.0late ==Xβ ;  
( ) 11late ==Xβ ;  ( ) 001.11.1late ==Xβ ; ( ) 12.1late =≥Xβ                            (B-9) 
Thus, lateβ  is slightly different from 1 only in the interval ( 1.195.0 ≤≤ X ) 
     Making use of (B-1, B-2) one can consider the derivatives of lateβ . Up to the 
beginning of the dust period ( 01.0≤X ) one obtains for the derivatives                 
( ) ( )7628 106.12.9102.3 −− ×−×=′ XXba ;                                    (B-10)          
( ) ( )276552176262 106.12.9106.371003.31039.110 −−−−− ×−−+×+×=′′ XXba (B-11) 
These are extremely small. Thus, in the early universe, up to Dusta , 1late =&β  and the 
terms with baba ′′′ 2and in the EQ-s may be neglected. 
 
 
In TABLE I. are listed the quantities, babababaaXF ′+′′≡′+′−′′= 222 )()( && β , 
β
β
β ′′
′
=′ 2and aaba , which are calculated according to (B-1), (B-2) with (B-8) 
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TABLE I.   
 
Na
aX =  ba ′  β ′′2a  ( )
ba
baaF
′+
+′−′′≡ 22β
 
0.01 31109.2 −×  27100.3 −×  27100.3 −×  
0.1 29105.5 −×  26102.1 −×  26102.1 −×  
0.2 27104.1 −×  25101.2 −×  25101.2 −×  
0.5 21100.4 −×  19101.5 −×  19101.5 −×  
0.8 10102.3 −×  8100.4 −×  8101.4 −×  
0.9 5105.1 −×  3109.1 −×  3109.1 −×  
1.0 
    
1100.6 −×−  1102.6 −×        1104.3 −×−  
1.1 2103.1 −×       4102.8 −×−    2101.1 −×  
1.5 14103.4 −×       31105.1 −×−     14103.4 −×  
2.0 33103.1 −×       78100.2 −×−     33103.1 −×  
2.66 0.0≈  0.0≈    0.0≈  
 
Table II contains the current values of the squared expansion parameter  ( ) 2
2
2
a
ah &≡  
as well those of the density parameter of DE ( )[ ]baba
h
ed
ed ′+′−== 23
8 22
2
..
..
πρ
ω . 
 
TABLE II. 
 
X 
..edω  ( )22 cm−h  
0.01 31101.5 −×−  51107.1 −×  
0.10 28101.1 −×−  54106.1 −×  
0.20 27108.2 −×−  55109.1 −×  
0.50 21100.8 −×−  56103.1 −×  
0.80 10104.6 −×−  57109.1 −×  
0.90 5100.3 −×−  57103.1 −×  
0.995 11004.5 −×  57109.4 −×  
1.00 1104.8 −×  57102.5 −×  
1.005 11002.5 −×  57105.4 −×  
1.10 2106.2 −×−  58100.9 −×  
1.50 14106.8 −×−  58104.1 −×  
2.00 33106.2 −×−  59104.4 −×  
2.66 0.0≈  59103.2 −×  
 
 
In TABLE III. we present  the acceleration parameter 2
ah
aQ &&≡ ,  the current value 
of DE density 2
.... 8
3 heded ωπ
ρ = , that of  conventional matter ( )
3





=
a
aN
Nmm ρρ  
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(which includes weylon DM) as well the pressure of DE, the latter may be 
calculated from ( )
π4
2
..
baQFhP ed
′⋅+
= . The acceleration parameter Q  is calculated 
according to (53b) with 23h
Λ
=Λω   , and ( )
3
23
8






=
a
a
h
N
Nmm
ρ
π
ω .  
 
 
TABLE III. The dynamics in the dust dominated period.  
 
Na
aX ≡  ( )
1cm−h  Q  
      ( )2cm−
mρ
 ( )2
..
cm−
edρ
 ( )2
..
cm−
edP
 
0.01 26101.4 −×  1100.5 −×−  52101.2 −×  84100.1 −×−  79100.4 −×  
0.10 27103.1 −×  1103.5 −×−  55101.2 −×  83101.2 −×−  80105.1 −×  
0.2 28104.4 −×  1106.5 −×−  56106.2 −×  83104.6 −×−  81102.3 −×  
0.5 28104.1 −×  1104.3 −×−  57107.1 −×  771024.1 −×−  76100.8 −×  
0.8 29106.3 −×  1101.3 −×−  58100.4 −×  67105.1 −×−  66107.4 −×  
0.9 29100.6 −×  1100.3 −×−  58108.2 −×  62103.1 −×−  61104.5 −×  
0.995 29107 −×  1107.4 −×+  58102.2 −×  58106.3 −×+  60102 −×−  
1.0 29102.7 −×  1100.5 −×+  58101.2 −×  58102.5 −×+  57106.2 −×−  
1.005 29107.6 −×  5101.0 −×  58109.1 −×  58107.2 −×  60108.1 −×−  
1.1 29100.3 −×  1100.9 −×−  58105.1 −×  60100.5 −×−  62100.5 −×−  
1.5 29102.1 −×  33.1−  59101.6 −×  72104.1 −×−  73106.1 −×−  
2.0 30106.6 −×  0.2−  59105.2 −×  92103.1 −×−  93105.4 −×−  
     2.66 30108.4 −×       0.3−  59100.2 −×  0 0  
 
 
